1. Outline
LIYSF is a two week residential event held at Imperial College London, with lectures and demonstrations from leading scientists, visits to industrial sites, research centres, scientific institutions and organisations, including world class laboratories and universities. LIYSF attracts 500 of the world’s leading young scientists aged 16–21 years old from more than 70 participating countries.
For details, please refer to http://www.liysf.org.uk/

2. Date
26th July, 2017 – 9th August, 2017
*The Forum will be held during the 2nd quarter, so please confirm with professors/lecturers for classes you will take whether you can apply or not.

3. Place
London, UK

4. Requirements
・Second year undergraduate student or above at TokyoTech.
・Date of birth must be after 23rd January 1995.
・Have a good understanding of written and spoken English.
・Be studying science and have achieved or be in preparation for taking exam qualifications for university entrance.
※If you are currently taking a leave of absent from Tokyo Tech, you are not allowed to apply basically. You will, however, return to Tokyo Tech before this program starts, you may be allowed to apply. Please consult with the International Student Exchange Division (Out-going Team) in advance.

5. Number of Nominees
Approximately 5 students

6. Fee
Participation fee is £1,895 per student
*The fee covers the total cost of the programme over 15 days; all meals and accommodation, lectures and demonstrations, scientific visits and entrance charges, travel to all programmed events and the social programme. The fee does not cover optional sightseeing tours, theatre tickets, visa, insurance and transfer (flight) to London.
For more information, please see http://www.liysf.org.uk/
7. Application
Documents To Submit
① Application Form 1
② Application Form 2
③ Official Transcripts (for all universities attended and including your current program)
④ Certification of English language ability (a copy of the original documents)
* Download ① Form 1 and ② Form 2 from the web site below.

* Incomplete documents will not be accepted.
* Documents must be on A4 paper with single-sided copy, not stapled.
* Recommend to draw up by PC.
* Submitted documents will not be returned.

8. Deadline
April 17th, 2017
* To submit application documents, signature or seal by professor is needed.
* We will not accept application documents after the deadline above.
* The deadline of Tokyo Tech is earlier than that of LIYSF.

9. Place to Submit
International Student Exchange Division
(South 6th bldg. 3F 307B, Mail box:S6-7)
* Submit directly or by campus-mail

10. Selection
By Tokyo Tech
An interview will be conducted on April 21th, PM.

11. Others
* LIYSF will decide whether or not to accept nominness after recommendation from Tokyo Tech.
* After recommendation, application process is done directly between an applicant and LIYSF.
* If you are selected for the program, you are required to:
  · Submit the written oath before departure.
  · Purchase an insurance designated by Tokyo Tech.
  · Purchase crisis management service designated by Tokyo Tech.
  · Cooperate with studying abroad events after the Forum.

12. Contact
International Student Exchange Division (South 6th bldg. 3F 307B)
TEL: 03-5734-7645 E-Mail: hakenryugaku@jim.titech.ac.jp
* Office hour: 9:00～12:00, 13:30～17:00